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Why Due Diligence Should Be on Your To-Do List
You’ve found that perfect building…The one where everything is exactly what you wanted, from
square footage to location. It’s time to start the design process and set a store opening date, right?
Not so fast.
Due diligence is the process in which critical building components, conditions and applicable
regulations are reviewed to determine the current state of an existing structure and its suitability for
an intended use. However, due diligence is often overlooked or marginalized as an unnecessary
delay and expense. Proper due diligence allows an owner to proceed with confidence that the
budget includes cost for items that could easily be missed without detailed investigation. After all, if
an item is unknown, it can’t be included in the budget.
Consider these real-world “budget-busting”
or “contingency erasing” discoveries that
occurred after the building was purchased
and the budget was established:
•

•

•

The extent of renovations for a retail
store in California triggered Title 24
regulations, thus requiring extensive
building envelope improvements to
increase R-value – at a cost of several
hundred thousand dollars that was not
anticipated.
Vertical expansion to add a floor
seemed feasible – until a review of
the current code determined that an
additional egress stair would need to be added at a substantial cost.
The repurposing project required “opening up” a solid exterior wall to create new storefront
and windows. Unfortunately, this same location was also a major shear wall. This resulted in
substantial – and expensive – structural modifications.

During due diligence, architects and engineers can evaluate whether the building:
•
•

Conforms to today’s code requirements regarding egress, accessibility, structural (seismic, wind
and snow), fire and/or flood resistance.
Adheres to current planning and zoning requirements, including parking, setbacks, building
height restrictions, etc.

•
•
•

Has mechanical, electrical and plumbing systems which are at or near the end of their service life,
or undersized for future needs.
Complies with current energy codes (insulation, outside air, etc.).
Has a project schedule that aligns with permitting requirements and approvals.

As noted in Hixson’s Winter 2017 issue of Retail Insights, issues in existing buildings can greatly
impact the schedule, cost, and even the design of the project. The earlier that potential challenges
are found - before finalizing the pro forma - the better.
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